








The Trouble with The Trouble with Community

by Eugene van Erven

In his Politics of Cultural Practice: Thinking Through Theatre in an Age of Globalization, the Calcutta-based critic and dramaturg Rustom Bharucha makes minced meat of the global culture industry, including the academic post-colonialism machinery and the seemingly 'untouchable' super star scholars that lubricate and legitimate it (Bharucha 2001). Inspired by his challenging thoughts and by Graham Huggan (2001), I take the liberty to lock horns with Vered Amit and Nigel Rapport on the concept of 'community' in a provisional attempt to carve out some sorely needed theoretical space for what we in Holland for lack of a better term still continue to call community- or neighborhood theatre.

In The Trouble with Community, Amit and Rapport each in their own way attempt to liberate individual community members from externally imposed collective cultural identities that ideologically and existentially constrict them. Amit suggests that individual social beings can exercise a relatively large degree of choice in their day-to-day associations with others and can pretty much tailor-make their own heterogeneous social networks according to their idiosyncratic needs rather than remaining passively contained in ethnic or otherwise categorically labelled communities. Rapport takes this individual's liberation process a step further, envisioning him or her as totally sovereign agents who, out of their own free choice and with a capacity for ironic engagement with the world around around them that they have acquired in liberal higher education, make themselves existentially and ideologically independent and hence no longer subject to any form of externally coerced communal association and its fundamentalist excesses. 

While I am grateful to Amit and Rapport for pointing out that any particular cultural community is never a hermetically sealed off homogeneous collective 'other' with its own momentum that overrides individual agency (Amit and Rapport 2002: 111), I cannot help but find their analysis to some degree privileged middle-class wishful thinking. They insufficiently acknowledge the prerequisite of economic means to achieve their universal ideal of bourgeois liberalism, which in both their arguments presupposes access to advanced (western) schooling (2002: 175). As Bharucha points out, crossing borders and freely choosing one's cultural identity beyond the communal label is a luxury that millions and millions of undereducated and illiterate people can ill afford. Although in the following remark he actually refers to Richard Schechner's intercultural theatre experiments - which he faults for their exclusive attention to aesthetics at the expense of social, economic and political contexts - Bharucha makes a point that could equally apply to The Trouble with Community: 

	The individuals who can afford to barter and swap their ethnicities
	have obviously no difficulty in affirming their multiple selves. But if 
	one considers the predicament of underprivileged communities, such 
	as the dalits (low castes) in India, for instance, whose ethnicities have 	been stamped on, demeaned and inferiorized for centuries, surely the 	task of upholding a dalit identity is part of a long and hard-earned 	struggle, which has involved a disidentification from earlier, hallowed, 	patronizing descriptions of untouchables as harijans ('children of 	God') (Bharucha 2001: 55).

Rustom Bharucha is one of the few cultural theorists who will go out of his way to investigate form, content and context of emergent cultural practises in India and elsewhere, including the kinds of community-based or neighborhood theatre that I advocate (van Erven 2001; 2003). It is appropriate that Bharucha singles out for his post-colonial critique the very same Salman Rushdie that Nigel Rapport embraces so, may I say, 'unironically' to illustrate his arguments for promoting a network of international human rights sanctuaries (a concept that he hopes will supercede the much more restrictive 'community') where the individual who is persecuted on essentialist communal or fundamentalist religious grounds can be existentially free from involuntary forms of association and subordination (Amit and Rapport 2002: 123-7). But one is left to wonder whether such sanctuaries would welcome less famous, let alone semi-literate refugees whose public relations value unlike Rushdie is nill. As Bharucha points out, Salman Rushdie's 'privileged voice of the diaspora' (Bharucha 2001: 48) hardly represents working-class migrants nor indeed those working-class or rural folks in the developing world who for one reason or another are unable to cross borders (2001: 9)

Amit and Rapport are absolutely right in pointing out the necessity to liberate the individual from oppressive essentialized community ascriptions. In the case studies that they describe or refer to, individuals have undeniably already begun to leave restrictive communities for other, more ephemeral and less oppressive forms of consociation. Or will do so through liberal education by which they will learn to regard their own culture and communal processes with what Rapport calls 'irony'. But it seems to me that Amit's and Rapport's analyses apply better to the already relatively well-educated upwardly mobile than to those who lack access to global communications mechanisms, let alone to the illiterate or semi-literate both in the north and in the south. And even if we restrict our view to the poorest areas in the places I feel most qualified to talk about, let me mention that Dutch highschool drop-out rates for migrant teenagers exceed an alarming 50%. Their only option is to learn to become ironic, post-cultural citizens on the streets, although instead they are more likely to proudly flaunt their ethnic stigmas as a badges of honour in hip-hop staccato.

Given that reality, in contrast to Nigel Rapport I would argue that formal education has less to offer the drop-outs than what is perhaps wrongly termed 'community(-based) theatre': professionally led artistic interventions at the disadvantaged neighborhood level that are intent on giving individual residents from a variety of cultural and social backgrounds and generations a chance to creatively interact with one another and participate in a theatrical event that will attract hundreds of their neighbours. Participants are united by the fact that they all live in areas which could best be labelled working-class, residential spaces that are similar as far as negative indicators for poverty, unemployment, street criminality, drug abuse, health care, and schooling are concerned. And in terms of cultural activities. Few if any people from these areas ever attend the regular theatre, but when a Stut play is on they come in droves. They laugh, they cry, they comment loudly on the action, and they stay behind to chat to the actors, who are their neighbors. Few community artists would lay great revolutionary claims to their activities, but they certainly believe their art has positive effects. Surely, community theatre is a more involved form of consociation than the ephemeral personal network created by parents of youth members of a suburban Canadian athletic club in Amit's example (Amit and Rapport 2002: 59). In community theatre the cross-cultural dialogue goes deeper, the trust is stronger, and the commitment to the theatre production is sure to be many times greater than these parents' involvement, or my own, for that matter, in our local soccer club, F.C. De Bilt.

The parents in the soccer club that my 11-year-old son plays in live near me and I have become friends with some. Spread out over roughly five square miles, our neighborhood is a mix of highrise flats and single-family houses in a row. In my street, a busy thoroughfare, mostly white middle class folks live. My wife, a native Aruban, is the only black on the block. A few hundreds yards down from us in the side streets and some new developments, you find lower-middle class and working-class people, and again a few 100 yards beyond that point the tower blocks of flats arise: mostly immigrants and refugees live here. They call themselves Somali, Bosnian, Antillian, Surinamese, Moroccan, Turkish, or Iraqi-Kurds, because they derive their ascribed ethnic/national identities from continuing intimate family, economic, and cultural relations (through the omnipresent satellite dish on the balcony) with people in their respective home lands. This is perhaps felt less strongly by the second- and third-generation members of these communities, who create other forms of fellowship or belonging. Amit may provide a useful instrument to get a handle on non-ethnically bound forms of consociation in middle class environments, but less so on individuals from diverse cultural backgrounds cohabitating in under-serviced, under-resourced urban neighborhoods of Holland's major cities, which, partly due to annoying youth activities on the street level (ranging from verbal insults to violent intimidation and robbery) are becoming downright unattractive places to live.

If community theatre contributes to Rapport's ideal of a self-reliant individual who is not part of 'someone else's game' and who can 'think, interpret and judge for oneself and be unbeholden to others' (Amit and Rapport 2002: 94), it does so inadvertently. Perhaps a few of the people who have participated in community theatre productions have become less shallow, docile and xenophobic. But others continue to vote right wing. For it is decidedly easier to be liberal in a quiet suburb than in a highrise street terrorized by a Morrocan youth gang. 

So, while community theatre is consciously involved in a process of questioning and reassessing cultural values - and thereby indirectly increases the 'ironizing' abilities of its participants, it remains first and foremost theatre. In Holland it is facilitated, written and directed by professionally trained artists, with a cast of non-actors from peripheral, multi-ethnic working-class neighborhoods. No one reads Rushdie in these places; they listen to rap, watch Arab and Turkish television, and some of them get involved in community theatre. Few of them are conscious that the truth they embrace is provisional. So, while it is morally appealing to fantasize about "a world beyond dogmas of "good and evil"' or of a liberal world 'incompatible with a totalitarian universe of absolutes and finalities' (Amit and Rapport 2002: 129), my trouble with The trouble with Community is that we have no instruments to actually spread this message on the streetcorners of our most troubled communities. How do I explain to the frustrated Moroccan school drop-outs that individuals in interaction make and maintain communities. And even if I do manage to make it clear to them that it is their personal choice to see themselves as Muslim, Moroccan, or  Berber and that in no way these affiliations can lay claims of loyalty on them, how then does that awareness help them and their family get better physical and social circumstances to live in. To speak with Rustom Bharucha: liberalism assumes a freedom of choice, which may not, in reality, exist for all its assumed beneficiaries.
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